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 We’re still working on the amount of RAM in the dock which is likely to be 5 GB of RAM; it was 3GB on my Dock 7th gen
and 3GB on my current Dock 10th gen. of course it’s a little smaller on 4k screens, and on smaller laptops. But the way I see it,
there’s not a lot of reason to have a desktop that doesn’t ship with 1GB or more of RAM. A 4k Dock Pro with 4GB of RAM or
more is probably a good option, as will be a dock with 512MB of RAM on the system drive and 4GB or more in a 2.5″ drive.

The big question for me is what version of OSX will be installed. This is primarily a hardware decision. A really basic 4k dock
can run OSX 10.8, but it may well require a version that can take advantage of the high speed RAM, etc, as well as a bit of

RAM for the dock. The hardware is pretty much all in place for an ultra high performance 10.11 “El Capitan” dock. * * For the
full copyright and license information, please view the LICENSE * file that was distributed with this source code. */ namespace
Symfony\Component\Translation\Dumper; use Symfony\Component\Translation\Exception\InvalidArgumentException; /** *

RawDataDumper generates a list of raw UTF-8 strings representing a given message. * @author Fabien Potencier class
RawDataDumper extends ArrayDumper { /** * {@inheritdoc} */ protected function dumpIndexedList($index, $items) {

$result = []; foreach ($items as $i => $item) { $result[] = sprintf('%s[%d] "%s"', $this->dumpData($ f3e1b3768c
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